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Color by number apps free for windows

Windows has some good apps up its sleeve, not to mention more web apps than you can shake your wand. Our favorite bunch is Wunderlist, sync, full-featured, and free multi-platform app. WunderlistPlatform: Windows, Mac OS X and other price: Free download PageFeaturesSyncs with Wunderlist
webapp and Wunderlist app for Mac, Android, iPhone and BlackBerryShare lists with friends via Facebook, Twitter and other applications collaborate with (or motivate) each other on some tasksAme notes to tasksFive tasks through drag-and-drop interfaceAssign task deadlinesFilter tasks by status or
dateStar important tasksManoil tasks via emailDize from several topics customize WunderlistWhere To ExcelsWunderlist is not the easiest to-do app around (that would be a notebook or pen and paper), but it's the easiest to use. Its main goal is to make task management simple and accessible on all
your devices, which it does very well. Adding tasks, dragging them, playing a major role, and managing them is very easy. It's available on almost every platform you might want, which is important for task apps – and if you're on a PC that doesn't have Wunderlist installed, you can just as easily check the
webapp and manage your tasks from there. Plus, it's all free. Where it falls ShortWunderlist would be just about perfect if it had a few other features such as the ability to mark tasks or repeat them. Right now, you can filter only by status and data, which is fine —and you can create different to-do lists—
but it would be nice to see a little more organizational power. However, it's a good middle ground between the features you need and is incredibly easy to use, two things that often make the butt head with you. Competition If you are more of a fan of gtd method for managing your tasks, GeeTeeDee is a
great client for Windows. Its interface is very simple, but its got a lot of more advanced features that Wunderlist doesn't have, although they can only get in the way for most people. If Wunderlist is a little too toned down for you, GeeTeeDee is a good alternative. If you prefer things on the other side of the
spectrum – that is, super minimalist – you can try TodoPaper or our own Todo.txt Gina Trapani. TodoPaper is a clone of Windows's favorite Mac taskpaper that places your tasks in a very simple text file with several other features such as check boxes, tags, and projects. It's a bit pricey at $30, though, so
if you want something more low cost, Todo.txt is very similar. However, instead of working in the window, you add, remove, and view tasks from the terminal application. You can use a client such as Todotxt.net if the command line is too intimidating. If you're ok with using webapp, you have even more
options. Remember milk has long been users everywhere. It is this on multiple mobile platforms and has many organizational features (but frankly, it requires a lot of clicks to do anything in the web interface). Many people like Google Tasks for its integration with Gmail and Google Calendar, although it's
a bit feature-poor for those who want more advanced management. It is also not the most intuitive to use. If you want a more advanced do-do app that integrates with Google Calendar and Gmail, Producteev is a better choice that has some nice advanced management, useful collaboration features, and
a Mac app (with windows on the way). Finally, Toodledo is a very powerful manager who is initially a little hard to start with, but allows you to heavily customize the way you manage your tasks so you don't have to be stuck with one method of pushing an app. These are just some of the great to-do apps
out there–as there are very many–so if you have a favorite we haven't mentioned, let us know about it in the comments. Lifehacker App Directory is a new and growing directory of recommendations for the best apps and tools in a number of given categories. There are many ways to take screenshots in
Windows. Windows 10 itself has quite a few built-in screenshot tools and there are some excellent free options if you want more features. Here are all the best screen capture tools. Here's the truth: Most of these screenshot programs are quite capable. Which you prefer comes down to which features you
want and which interface you like best. Editor's note: For today's list, we stick to tools that have free consumer versions for basic use. If you are looking for something suitable for business use, or with screen recording tools and money are not an object, SnagIs one of the most popular and powerful tools
in the industry. But if you just want to take some simple screenshots on your home computer, you probably don't need it. The best tool you already have: Windows itself While this article is largely about third-party tools, we really should mention all the screenshot tools built into Windows itself. In Windows
10 and Windows 8, just press Windows+PrtScn on your keyboard and instantly save the full-screen screenshot in the PNG form to the Pictures folder. You can also press PrtScn in any version of Windows and save a screen copy (or Alt + PrtScn only for the active window) to the Clipboard. You can then
paste it into any application. And in Windows 10, you can even press Windows+Shift+S to capture an area of the screen and copy it to the Clipboard. RELATED: How to take screenshots in Windows 10 If you want something a little more powerful, you can run Snip, which is included with Windows 7, 8,
and 10. It can take screenshots from the full screen, one or area of the screen. You can set delays of up to five or five if you need time to set up a screenshot when you click the button. Other screenshot tools are more feature-packed, but Windows includes surprisingly powerful tools that you can use on
any computer without installing anything extra. It is also worth mentioning that many tools for online storage contain their own key combinations screenshot. For example, if you have OneDrive turned on (OneDrive Settings &gt; AutoSave &gt; Screenshots), press PrtScn to capture the full screen
(Alt+PrtScn for the active window) and save it as a PNG file in the Pictures folder in OneDrive. The same applies to Dropbox (Dropbox Preferences &gt; Import &gt; Screenshots). Best for basic screenshots: Greenshot Greenshot is one of the most popular tools for windows. It is a simple tool that runs in
your system tray. You can press one of its user-configurable keyboard shortcuts, or right-click the icon on the system taskbar to select how to start taking a screenshot. This tool can take screenshots of the entire desktop, window, area, or last area from which you took a screenshot. The Preferences
window contains a number of options, including delaying a screenshot if you need time to set up screenshots after they start. This is important if, for example, you want to see a screenshot of an open menu that can close by pressing Alt or Ctrl. After you've taken a screenshot, greenshot can either copy it
to the Clipboard, save it to the location of your choice, open it in Microsoft Office, open it in the picture editor, or upload it directly to the Imgur image hosting site for easy sharing. The attached external Plugin command allows you to add programs to this list. Greenshot has no built-in note options, but it's
a powerful tool that runs in your system tray and works very well. Greenshot is completely free and is an open-source application. Best for annotation and editing: PicPick PicPick interface is the opposite of Greenshot's. Where Greenshot hides in the system bar and offers minimal interface, PicPick
provides a modern Windows interface complete with tape bar. If you take multiple screenshots, PicPick displays them in your editor using tabs. While PicPick has a neat interface that really sets it apart from Greenshot, it is its editing interface. You can use PicPick to resize and crop screenshots, apply
effects, insert text, and add stamps such as numbers and arrows to annotate screenshots before sharing. You can then upload directly to services such as Facebook, Twitter or FTP server directly from the Share tab in PicPick. Whether this is appealing to you really depends on what you are looking for in
the screenshot program. If you just want to for a screenshot that will get you out of the way and allow you to share screenshots or work with them in your preferred image editor, Greenshot is If you want the screenshot program to provide you with simple editing tools and notes, PicPick is the best. PicPick
is completely free for home use, but costs $25 for commercial use. If you're looking for a screenshot tool with similar image editing that's free for both personal and business use, you can also try Screenpresso. However, we prefer a simpler PicPick interface. Skitch was another screenshot with elements
of basic notes that people liked, but Evernote ended Skitch for Windows. PicPick is a pretty good alternative to Skitch. Best for power users: ShareX ShareX isn't for people looking for a simple screenshot tool. This app can automatically upload screenshots that you take to over 80 destinations, from
Dropbox to ftp servers and Amazon S3. It also has screen capture tools that you won't find in many other applications, such as the ability to take Scrolling Capture of any application on your computer (something PickPick also features), allowing you to take a screenshot of one long document in any
application, and the ability to take Webpage Capture from any web address. You can configure ShareX to automatically perform various capture and recording tasks each time you take a screenshot. For example, every time you take a screenshot, you can have ShareX automatically save to your hard
drive, add a watermark, and upload it to a server of your choice. When the upload is complete, ShareX can automatically copy the URL of the uploaded image to the clipboard and share it on Twitter. ShareX also has other powerful features, such as the ability to automatically capture screenshots after a
certain amount of time that you can configure – and of course could automatically upload them to the server if you like. This app is very powerful and people who just want to make simple screenshots should probably stick with something simpler. But if you like these power-user features, ShareX is the
best choice. ShareX is completely free and open-source. The best tools for game screenshots The above tools are primarily designed to capture screenshots of the Windows desktop and typical desktop applications. Full-screen games won't always work properly. If you want to take screenshots of video
games, we recommend specialized tools to capture screenshots of computer games. Steam, for example, has built-in shortcuts for taking screenshots in any game, and many games have their own screen capture keys. RELATED: How to take screenshots of your computer games This feature is also
integrated into graphics driver tools like NVIDIA GeForce Experience and AMD ReLive. NVIDIA's GeForce Experience software even lets you freeze gameplay and move your in-game camera to capture amazing images in some modern games And Windows 10 has a built-in game bar that you can use to
take screenshots in almost every game. Too. Too.
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